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AS President Dom Pera listens to students concerns during last week's forum. 
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THE VISTA 
Students influence the next phase of the presidential search 
SARAH BREWINGTON 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
During an open forum held last 
week for the ongoing University 
of San Diego presidential search, 
students asked Associated 
Students president Dom Pera to 
help select a new university leader 
with more inclusive values. The 
forum's intention was to gain 
student perspectives so that Pera 
can better represent the student 
needs when choosing the next 
university president. 
During the forum, USD 
students expressed that USD lacks 
an emphasis on inclusivity. From 
diversity to campus geography, 
students want to make USD a 
more understanding community. 
Some qualities for USD's 
next president were not up for 
debate: The president will be a 
practicing Catholic, must uphold 
the university mission and possess 
the willingness to improve the 
university in any aspects that are 
necessary. 
After establishing the must-
haves for USD's next president, 
students participating in the forum 
then discussed what they would 
like to see in their leader. Students 
overwhelmingly called for a 
president that will reflect their 
values and understand student life 
on campus. 
During the presidential 
interview process, Pera will 
be representing the students. 
He explained to the concerned 
students that their input will play a 
See FORUM, Page 2 
OPINION 
Why don't University 
of San Diego 
students vote? 
USD campus to be 
BROOKLYN DIPPO 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Smokers on University of San 
Diego's campus will have to find a 
new place to puff next fall. 
A new tobacco policy will 
go into effect at USD beginning 
in August 2015. While the 
current policy falls in accordance 
with California law, which 
bans smoking within 20 feet of 
building doors and windows, 
the new policy will prohibit any 
smoking or tobacco use on all 
USD property. USD is following 
in the footsteps of University of 
California San Diego and San 
Diego State' University, both of 
which have already enacted smoke 
and tobacco-free campus policies. 
USD's new smoking and 
tobacco-free policy, though not 
yet in effect, has already garnered 
mixed reactions from the student 
body. However, USD remains 
hopeful that the overall transition 
will be smooth. 
The threat of secondhand 
smoke is a concern to nonsmokers 
across the country. According to 
the Center for Disease Control, 
CDC, secondhand smoke contains 
about 70 chemicals that are 
carcinogens, meaning they can 
cause cancer. Over 7,300 lung 
cancer deaths a year are caused 
by secondhand smoke exposure 
alone. 
To combat the risk of 
secondhand smoke, the state of 
California passed Proposition 99 
in 1988. The proposition increased 
the state cigarette tax by 25 cents 
a pack and dedicated those funds 
to tobacco research and use 
prevention. Twenty percent of 
those funds have been dedicated 
to the state Health Education 
Account, which helps to fund 
programs such as Smoke-Free San 
Diego. USD has recently partnered 
with Smoke-Free San Diego to 
begin providing resources to 
promote smoking cessation after 
the new policy goes into effect. 
Stephanie Lynch, the assistant 
director of USD's Center for 
Health and Wellness Promotion, is 
confident that the new policy will 
satisfy more students than it will 
upset. 
"Because we have student 
data from our USD health survey 
that we do every two years, we 
know that our rate of smoking 
here is significantly lower than 
other campuses," Lynch said. "We 
Lengthy health survey draws mixed reactions from students 
smoke-free in 2015 
Sarah Brewington/The Vista 
Ashtrays on USD's campus will soon be a thing of the past. 
are hoping that overall this is not 
going to impact our students too 
much, but we know we have staff 
and faculty here too who smoke so 
there is that population to account 
for too." 
To aid in the success of the 
new ban, CHWP is establishing a 
community enforcement model to 
stop tobacco use on campus. 
"We are asking our 
community to be educated about 
the policy," Lynch said. "When 
they see someone violating the 
policy [we want students] to feel 
empowered to politely ask them to 
See SMOKE, Page 2 
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Students set up a table outside the SLP to promote the health survey. 
G1ANNA CARAVETTA 
CONTRIBUTOR 
The University of San Diego's 
Center for Health and Wellness 
Promotion, CHWP, is giving five 
students the chance to win $100 by 
completing the biennial National 
College Health Assessment. 
Released last week, the 70-plus 
question survey asks students to 
disclose information on numerous 
health-related issues, including 
drug and alcohol use, stress and 
academic performance and sexual 
behavior. 
Created by the American 
College Health Association, the 
anonymous health assessment 
assists colleges and universities 
in collecting precise information 
about students' health habits, 
behaviors and perceptions. 
According to an email from 
Carmen Vazquez, vice president 
for student affairs, the results of 
this survey will be used to create 
new health promotion programs 
on campus. 
However, many students are 
still carefully weighing the benefits 
of participating in the survey. 
Though some students simply 
take the survey for the possibility 
of a prize, others are finding 
the results to be surprisingly 
informative. 
Sophomore Katelyn Johnson 
found that, the survey encouraged 
her to think more deeply about 
certain health habits. 
"The questions certainly 
See SURVEY, Page 3 






At a particularly low point 
in my life, a helpful voice once 
told me to keep a journal by my 
bedside. In that journal made of 
old leather and tea-stained paper 
I was to write a gratitude list each 
and every morning before I rose 
from the comforts of my bed. 
Being that I am much better 
at keeping bad habits than good 
ones, I only managed to write for 
a five-day streak. After those five 
pages, the journal entries dropped 
off into the oblivion of the many 
things I started with the intention 
to finish, but never got around to 
doing so. 
The journal was later placed 
on my bookshelf, surrounded by 
my dear paperback friends. Over 
the years, its brown spine became 
unrecognizable, until it was simply 
another place to dust before 
visitors came to stay in my guest 
room. 
But this week, on the early 
eve of a holiday that reminds us 
by its very name to be thankful, 
I decided to open up those dusty 
pages, and peruse my entries of 
what made me truly grateful at 
such a difficult time. 
i had little memory of what 
those entries would be, but, feeling 
especially confident, I believed 
they would shine like pearls of 
wisdom from decades past. 
It turns out, I was less 
articulate during those dark days. 
My entries, in their entirety, are as 
follows: 
My family, my friends, 
my memories and this morning. 
Repeat. 
Now, I had hoped these 
entries would guide me toward 
a deeper understanding of what 
makes me truly happy, and reignite 
my attitude of gratitude to carry 
me through the mid-November 
short days-long nights blues. And 
though I scoffed at my brevity and 
lack of detailed writing, those short 
and sweet entries did just that. 
As I've grown over the years, 
and pulled into the light out of a 
tunnel of dark times, I find more 
and more things to be grateful 
for: a good grade, a smile from a 
stranger, the sun playing through 
the trees and warming my skin. 
Life, in all its glory, is full of little 
wonders and reasons to be grateful 
to be here. 
But, when I get down to it in 
honest moments with myself, very 
little actually and truly affects me. 
Not much has changed since my 
days of short lists in old journals: 
I care about the people I love and 
the ability to keep waking up each 
morning in a world where they 
and I exist. Everything else didn't 
make the gratitude list then, and it 
probably wouldn't even now. 
Though many other things 
in life bring me joy, gratitude is a 
special feeling reserved for those 
things and people for which I have 
reverence. Without them, my own 
personal community, I would not 
be able to appreciate the smaller 
pleasant surprises that have made 
my life a happy one. And for that I 
am truly grateful. 
Students advocate tor social change at the presidential search forum 
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role within the presidential search 
process. 
"The student voice will not 
be the primary, guiding factor in 
the decision, but it is a very, very 
strong one," Pera said. "That is 
why I am hosting this [forum] so 
that I can get that student voice 
and really influence that decision 
as best as possible, and in a way 
that reflects all of [students'] wants 
and needs." 
Pera sits on the presidential 
search committee, along with 
various officials in the university 
community, including members 
from the board of trustees, faculty 
and members of the university 
senate. 
The presidential search 
profile, created by the committee, 
requires a president with many 
attributes, including leadership 
priorities, commitment to 
advancing academic excellence, 
inspiring USD and the San Diego 
community, and working toward 
diversity and inclusivity. 
Chiefly concerned with 
making USD a comprehensive 
community, senior Tarez 
Lemmons expressed his hope that 
the next president will do a better 
job of including minorities in the 
university community. 
"I would like a president 
that would be willing and able to 
engage the campus community," 
Lemmons said. "To actually make 
[USD] inclusive for the African-
American, the black population on 
campus, and other populations as 
well, the Hispanic population and 
everyone that has been historically 
not listened to." 
Other students brought up 
additional issues of inclusiveness, 
including questioning whether 
the new president will have a 
voice in events such as the yearly 
drag show. Others questioned 
the president's role in retaining 
students, referencing that the 
retention rate for freshmen 
entering in 2009 and graduating 
in four years was at 66 percent. 
Finally, students questioned how 
the next president will boost the 
sense of community at USD. 
Pera explained that the 
continuation of controversial 
events, including the drag show, 
will be decided by the board of 
trustees and however much power 
they give to the next president. 
Freshmen retention rates will be 
up to the president and whether 
it is determined to be a serious 
problem. The sense of community 
comes in the next president's 
ability to inspire USD. 
At the student forum, 
sophomore Charlotte Vitak 
expressed her hope that the 
president will focus on the 
university's appearance. Vitak 
lamented that USD's aesthetic 
beauty sometimes works against 
its sense of community. Vitak 
hopes the next president can fix 
this. 
"Sometimes the perfection of 
campus really puts the pressure on 
students, 'that everything around 
me is perfect, everything around 
me is like crisp cut' that when 
people are walking they don't use 
Photo courtesy of Sarah Brewington 
Dom Pera talks to students at the presidential forum. 
the grass," Vitak said. "I am not 
saying make campus ugly; it's 
just so constricting, that ascetic 
pressure." 
The comments and requests 
of students at the forum will be 
taken into consideration as Pera 
and other USD officials choose 
the next president. Pera explained 
that the president could essentially 
alter the direction of campus with 
the support of the board of trustees. 
The next president could add new 
buildings, organizations, clubs and 
policies to modify USD. 
Ultimately, the next president 
will work for the entire USD 
community. Pera explained that 
the president will be a link between 
different bodies of campus. 
"The role of the president 
is to serve as the liaison between 
the university community and the 
board of trustees, and so we need 
someone who is really going to 
connect us with each other," Pera 
said. 
During November, the 
presidential search committee 
will hold interviews for 10 
applicants. The applicants are 
currently anonymous, as some 
may be jeopardizing their current 
positions in pursuit of the USD 
presidency. The next president 
will be appointed in spring 2015. 
Student input will be taken into 
consideration during the interview 
process, and will help narrow 
down the current candidates. 
Student reactions to the upcoming smoking ban vary 
SMOKE continued from 
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refrain from smoking and to offer 
them resources." 
Repeat violators of the 
tobacco ban will be subject to the 
student conduct process, though 
specific consequences have not 
yet been decided. Promotion of 
the new campus policy will begin 
in the spring of 2015 to ensure 
students are aware of the ban. 
While some students are 
looking forward to the ban on 
tobacco products, there is another 
population that is already dreading 
the upcoming policy. 
Junior Khalid Assalloum has 
been smoking for three years, and 
though he is willing to comply 
with designated smoking areas, 
he is frustrated by the impending 
campuswide ban. 
"I feel like since we're 
paying so much [to attend USD] 
they should consider that some 
of us smoke," Assalloum' said. "I 
think it's a good thing to try to 
contain the smoking on campus, 
but I feel banning it entirely isn't 
the solution." 
Even some non-smoking 
students on campus are 
sympathizing with tobacco users. 
While senior Kelsey Grey 
does not smoke, she does not 
believe that the policy will be 
well-liked by all USD students. 
"I mean smoke does smell 
and it doesn't exactly make me 
feel healthy when I'm taking in 
somebody's cigarette smoke, but 
I think people need to realize that 
people who smoke can't just quit on 
a dime," Grey said. "Some people 
have such a strong addiction that 
they need to have a smoke break 
outside of the classroom." 
Grey instead offered a 
solution that she believed would 
appeal to smokers and nonsmokers 
alike. 
"I think the middle ground 
to please both parties is to have 
, designated smoking areas on 
campus, away from buildings," 
Grey said. 
Sophomore Chloe Spilotro 
does not entirely agree with the 
new tobacco policy. 
"I don't think the school can 
tell people not to smoke, but they 
can tell them where to smoke, 
and I guess that's going to be off 
campus," said Spilotro. 
While USD is predicting 
an easy transition to becoming 
smoke free, student feedback 
shows disinterest toward the new 
policy. Students seem to be less 
threatened by the negative effects 
of secondhand smoke, and instead 
are more intimidated by a policy 
that will stand between individuals 
and their free will on campus. 
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Students often smoke on campus outside the Copley library. 
Photo courtesy of UCSD Library 
USD is following in the footsteps of other local campuses by going 
tobacco-free. 
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT 
October 29th 
Mission Parking Structure 
At approximately 12:39 p.m. the 
Department of Public Safety responded to 
a report of a vehicle that was damaged 
while parked in the Mission parking 
structure. The vehicle had suffered 
damage to the rear passenger side fender. 
October 30th 
University Terrace Apartments 
At 10:30 p.m., the Department of Public 
Safety responded to a request for assistance 
from a resident assistant regarding a 
health and safety check. Based upon the 
investigation, the community director 
authorized a room search of the resident 
hall. Public Safety located and confiscated 
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. 
October 31st 
Maher Hall 
At 11:05 p.m. Public Safety responded to 
a report of an intoxicated individual. 
Upon investigation, the individual was 
contacted, identified as a resident student 
and evaluated. It was determined that the 
individual could not care for herself and 
was voluntarily transported to detox. 
October 31st 
Maher Hall 
At approximately 11 p.m. the Department 
of Public Safety responded to a report 
of an intoxicated individual. Upon 
investigation, the individual was 
contacted, identified as a resident student 
and evaluated. It was determined that the 
student was able to care for herself and was 
released to her residence. 
October 29th 
Palomar Hall 
At approximately 10:30 p.m., Public Safety 
responded to a request for assistance from 
resident assistants with a Greek Life 
check-in. Upon investigation, the 
community director asked officers to 
evaluate a female resident student who 
had been drinking. Public Safety evaluated 
the student and determined that she was 
able to care for herself. The community 
director and Public Safety removed all the 
alcohol from the student's residence hall. 
November 1st 
Palomar Hall 
At approximately 3 a.m., the Department 
of Public Safety responded to a report 
of an intoxicated individual. Upon 
investigation, the individual was 
contacted, identified as a resident student 
and evaluated. The student was able 
to care for herself and was released to 
her residence. 
Jessie Longe/The VisI 
Survey exposes health concerns for students 
SURVEY continued from 
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made me think," Johnson said. 
"As a freshman, we didn't talk 
about eating disorders, a lot of 
issues that many people have. It 
made me want to know about the 
actual statistics, to learn more 
information." 
While some students were 
encouraged to think deeper about 
their personal health, others, like 
sophomore Sarah Bilello, was 
disheartened by the survey's 
length. 
"It seemed a little tedious 
and repetitive, as surveys kind of 
are," Bilello said. 
Bilello was especially 
frustrated by questions about 
substance use, which she said 
Photo courtesy of Stephanie Lynch 
can make the survey tiresome if 
students do not drink alcohol or 
smoke tobacco. 
Despite some frustrations, 
Bilello thinks that, overall, 
the survey questions were 
illuminating. 
"The questions were very 
relevant," Bilello said. "It helped 
me because I realized how little I 
exercise, how little I knew about 
what the typical student here does. 
It would also be very cool if USD 
shared anonymous information 
and statistics. I think it's important 
for the rest of the school to know 
about the rest of the student body." 
Based on the survey results, 
Bilello thinks USD may consider 
having more support groups to 
address any current gaps in care. 
Freshman Demi Flores said 
that she plans on taking the health 
survey soon, but still has her 
reservations. 
"The only concern I have is 
with the length of it," Flores said. 
"I hear it's a bit extensive, and 
that's really the only thing keeping 
me from doing it right away. With 
the midterms and projects I have 
going on this and next week, it's 
hard to find the time." 
Even as student buzz 
about the survey spread across 
campus, the CHWP and its staff 
continued efforts to get students 
involved. Calling this year's 
theme "Highlight Your Health," 
the CHWP gave away free 
highlighters, placed signs around 
campus and put stickers on coffee 
sleeves last week. 
Stephanie Lynch, assistant 
director of the CHWP, said that 
despite the time the survey takes 
to complete, filling it out is well 
worth the effort. 
"The survey really drives all 
of the health and wellness data for 
the USD community," Lynch said. 
"It is important that students take 
the short time, only 20 minutes, to 
complete it." 
The health questionnaire is 
an important way to let the CHWP 
know what the big health concerns 
are for students. 
Lynch hopes students will 
understand why they are being 
asked to take the survey. 
"This survey drives our 
programs here," Lynch said. "This 
is the place where students voice 
health concerns. It's not just about 
alcohol consumption or smoking 
habits. It tells us what our big 
concerns for students are; that is 
namely, stress, balancing multiple 
demands, sleep and alcohol and 
other drug use." 
The CHWP finds that 
tine survey \s a good reference 
to see how students are doing 
individually and as compared to 
national data. Over 500 colleges 
and universities use this same 
survey for the same reason. 
Emily Davis, graduate 
assistant for the CHWP, believes 
comparing survey results with 
other schools shines a light on the 
specific needs of USD. 
"It is also really important 
for us to be able to compare our 
results with the national average," 
Davis said. "This gives us a better 
understanding of our students, 
and, more importantly, it helps 
us address our unique health 
concerns." 
Though the survey protects 
the individual identities of students, 
Davis noted that the information 
and results are available to the 
public as anonymous mass data 
received from national averages. 
"Anyone can go and look 
up the information," Davis said. 
"The numbers vary from year to 
year, too, of how many students 
participate, but we're hoping 
to reach as many students as 
possible." 
Sophomore Taylor Young, a 
receptionist for the CHWP, says 
that her firsthand knowledge of 
the survey is what motivated her 
to leam more about her own well-
being. 
"Since I work here, I see the 
reasons why the survey is put on," 
Young said. "\tis not just lor the 
student body but for our wellness 
as a community. It's hard for 
students to understand, it's just an 
annoying survey, but it needs to be 
-emphasized that it's important. Its 
ultimate goal is to put USD in a 
better place." 
Sophomore and student 
athlete Meritxell Fernandez 
believes the survey has its benefits, 
but it is simply too lengthy for 
busy students. 
"It's absolutely ridiculous 
to be so long, about 70 questions 
or so, I heard," Fernandez said. 
"People are really busy and don't 
have time for that." 
Through the survey, USD 
hopes to increase the awareness 
of health and wellness services 
available to students by gathering 
anonymous, self-reported 
information. The survey was 
released last week and will 
continue to be open for student 
submissions until Thanksgiving. 
Students hoping to leam about their 
health habits or to gain a chance to 
win $100 will have to find time to 
complete the 70 questions. 
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Last week my laptop broke. 
Initially, it seemed like a small 
problem. I use my computer all 
the time, but I know a number 
of students who get by just fine 
without a laptop and the school 
has a number of computers 
available to use or check out from 
the library. 
I am finding that it is not so 
easy to go without a personal 
computer. It is incredible how 
much I rely on my laptop. After 
about four days without it, I feel 
helpless. 
It is the only thing I use in 
most of my classes to take notes 
and most of my textbooks are on 
my laptop. 
I hardly know how to take 
notes in a real, paper notebook 
anymore and have found myself 
horribly underprepared for my 
classes. I never printed out my 
class syllabi because I could 
always use my computer to 
view them. Now, I am forgetting 
assignments and constantly 
asking classmates what is due and 
when it is due. 
I use it as my calendar and to 
do list as well. I have struggled to 
revert back to using my notebook 
to keep track of my appointments 
and deadlines. 
For my internship, I do 
all my work on my laptop. All 
of the company's contacts, 
leads and accounts are tracked 
and communicated with on a 
computer. Without my laptop, I 
have no way to perform any of 
the tasks I am responsible for or 
communicate with my bosses via 
email. 
This experience has made me 
realize just how much of my life 
is on my laptop and how many 
traditional tasks have become 
digital. 
An astonishing amount of 
life takes place online. In every 
aspect of my life I use my laptop 
for one thing or another. I have 
been using the school's resources, 
but it has not been able to replace 
the convenience of always having 
my laptop available. 
I have never considered 
how much easier life is with a 
computer. Having to do things 
without it has given me great 
appreciation for technology. 
It is something I think many 
of us take for granted. I never 
realized how much easier it was to 
keep track of and keep organized 
all the different things going on in 
my life. 
Digital technology has 
transformed the way we do 
everything. The technology 
industry currently affects every 
aspect of the average American's 
life. 
Businesses have found 
incredible ways to make everyday 
tasks more efficient and more 
high-tech. Unfortunately, when 
we are without the technology, 
nearly everything we do is made 
more difficult. 
While some may be against 
the increasing role of technology 
in everyday life, I think the 
benefits are invaluable. 
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San Diego is world-famous 
for its huge craft beer culture 
and community. From everyday 
people brewing in their garage 
to breweries making a name 
for themselves in world beer 
competitions, San Diego is 
gathering attention as one the 
most important cities for the 
industry. 
23-year-old senior Kevin 
O'Reilly is a fan of San Diego's 
craft breweries. 
"San Diego is definitely one 
of the craft brewing hubs in the 
United States," O'Reilly said. 
"Many of the beers brewed in our 
area are some of the best I have 
tasted, and I know that they are 
sold across the country." 
O'Reilly has noticed that 
students of legal drinking age 
at University of San Diego 
appreciate the beer being 
produced locally. 
"I think that students take 
full advantage of the quality 
beers that are brewed and sold in 
the area," O'Reilly said. "College 
students on most campuses tend 
to stick to their Keystones and 
Natty Lights, but I see people 
drinking everything from Stone, 
to Karl Strauss, to Coronado 
Brewing Co. beers." 
To celebrate and promote San 
Diego's growing beer culture, the 
San Diego Brewers Guild holds 
an annual event. San Diego Beer 
Week, a 10-day event, is in full 
swing and offers craft beer fans 
a chance to attend a wide range 
of beer-related events. Events 
include beer trolley tours, beer 
brunches, beer gardens and more. 
The president of the San 
Diego Brewers Guild, Brian 
Scott, is expecting a huge turnout 
at the events. 
"We're going to see upwards 
of 3,000-plus people at the Guild 
Fest event," Scott said. "Sixty-
plus breweries, 3,000 people, 
San Diego beer, food. All that fun 
stuff." 
Attendees of the many Beer 
Week events can expect craft beer 
food pairings, samples and new 
brew releases. Organizers say the 
events are meant to bring more 
attention to San Diego's beer 
heritage and showcase the best 
breweries in the county that have 
given San Diego a reputation as 
the craft beer capital of America. 
Ballast Point, a brewery 
founded just down the street 
on Linda Vista, has 13 events 
scheduled for the week. 
Fans can also look forward 
to big-name breweries such as 
Alesmith, Stone and Karl Strauss. 
For those looking to experience 
something new, they are sure to 
be satisfied at one of the nearly 
200 events. 
San Diego's breweries 
are unique and have a strong 
following among students at 
the University of San Diego, 
according to 22-year-old senior 
Brennan Vance. 
"San Diego breweries 
definitely have a bigger following 
than in other cities," Vance said. 
"Students at USD are really into 
it too. At most schools students 
buy whatever is cheapest but a lot 
of students here drink craft beer." 
Students are excited about 
the beer week events. 
"San Diego Beer Week 
sounds really awesome," Vance 
said. "I think it's a really good 
way to promote the culture. I 
really want to get out to some of 
the events with some friends and 
enjoy it." 
San Diego Beer Week offers 
a fun, social way for students 
over 21 to enjoy the unique brews 
that are coming out of San Diego. 
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San Diego Beer Week offers nearly 200 beer-related events. 
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Stocks improved again 
this week, further recovering 
from the 7 percent pullback in 
October. The S&P 500 grew 0.7 
percent, a record high for the 
index. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average rose over 1 percent. 
The technology-heavy Nasdaq 
Composite was mostly flat. The 
stocks were led by a jump in 
consumer staples stocks. 
Third quarter earnings 
continued to encourage 
investors. Ninety percent of 
stocks announced earnings 
and 75 percent of those beat 
expectations. 
The main drivers of the 
stocks were economic data. On 
Wednesday, investor sentiment 
was boosted by job growth data. 
ADP, a payroll firm, announced 
that job growth in October was 
healthy. 
The economy created more 
than 200,000 jobs for the ninth 
month in a row in October. On 
Thursday, the data was reinforced 
by a Labor Department 
announcement that jobless claims 
fell again. Jobless claims are at a 
14-year low. 
Although the job growth was 
lower than expected, it indicates 
the fastest job growth since the 
late 1990s. 
Following the election 
midweek, stocks seemed to 
improve. This may have been 
caused by speculation that 
markets tend to perform well 
after midterm elections. In some 
periods of divided government, 
the economy and markets have 
performed well. This observation 
further improved investor 
sentiment. 
The European Central Bank 
announced a commitment to 
creating economic growth in 
the region. European markets 
grew significantly following the 
announcement and U.S. stocks 
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Bike-sharing company DecoBike rides into San Diego 
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chooses a bike to rent and for how 
long, then pays at a machine for a 
certain amount of time either per 
hour or with their membership 
card and then returns the bike 
to a station closest to their final 
destination. 
According to their website, 
standard membership in 
DecoBike will be $99 annually 
or $20 monthly. However, this 
is only until they get their first 
1,500 signups, after that the 
annual price will jump up to 
$125. If a customer desires to 
pay per rental, DecoBike offers 
unlimited 30 minute rentals with 
membership, otherwise it is $5 
for a half hour or $7 for an hour. 
Sophomore Brittany Pikula 
supports the green efforts of the 
company but doesn't feel like she 
agrees with the pricing. 
"I feel I would rather spend 
the money and get my own good 
bike that is strictly mine and 
know I can always rely on it," 
Pikula said. "Because after a few 
years it wouldn't add up to the 
money spent." 
An online report in the 
Voice of San Diego states that 
DecoBike in San Diego has some 
of the highest prices out of all 
the bike-sharing companies in 
the U.S., even higher than New 
York or Washington, D.C. This 
is due to the fact that DecoBike 
is funded entirely by an $8 
million investment from the 
company itself; it doesn't use any 
government subsidies or other 
private funding. 
John Anderson, a board 
member in BikeSD, said that 
DecoBike could take the same 
direction as New York's bike-
share program by allowing 
big companies to invest in the 
program and advertise at the 
stands or on the bikes themselves. 
This would potentially lower 
membership prices as the naming 
rights given to the big company 
would generate revenue that 
might not be acquired through 
membership. 
"I think there is a threshold 
that could dis-incentivize 
people from joining DecoBike," 
Anderson said. "But hopefully 
they will reach out to local 
companies to make the annual 
subscriptions more affordable if 
that becomes a problem." 
However, Pikula and other 
USD students are dissuaded from 
using this company. Sophomore 
Jessica Luhrs would also rather 
invest in her own bike as opposed 
to joining a sharing program. 
"I don't really agree with 
it," Luhrs said. "I feel like I 
could buy a bike on Craigslist or 
revamp one I already own for less 
than $125. Then again I wouldn't 
have to worry as much about bike 
theft which would be nice." 
It seems the only plus side 
for joining or renting from 
DecoBike for students would be 
the fact that they would not have 
to be concerned with finding a 
place to lock their bike around 
town. They would just have to 
return it to a station. 
However there are no 
DecoBike stations located on 
campus and the nearest ones are 
on Fiesta Island Drive or just 
east of the Fashion Valley Mall. 
The company is seeking to make 
San Diego more "green" with it's 
transportation, a mission that the 
USD community supports. 
But until there is a noticeable 
and cheaper presence on campus, 
students will buy their own bikes 
to commute from their dorms to 
class. 
Sophomore Maria 
McDonald-Hulen is one of those 
students who loves biking to and 
from class, but probably wouldn't 
rent from DecoBike. 
"I love having a bike in 
college," Mcdonald-Hulen said. 
"Since I own a bike I like, I don't 
think I'd become a member, 
but I love that the company is 
promoting green transportation 
and healthy activities." 
With limited funds common 
to the college student, investing 
in one bike and paying one price 
as opposed to an annual fee is the 
more popular choice. 
Sophomore Adam Moreau 
is an avid biker and provides 
multiple bike services through 
the Outdoor Adventures program 
on campus. He would consider 
using DecoBike, but does not feel 
it would be a worthy investment 
because he prefers having his 
own bike on campus. 
"If I lived in downtown, I 
might consider the program," 
Moreau said. "However, for $125 
I could get a decent bike of my 
own. I think it would primarily 
come down to how much space I 
had and if I already hdd a good 
bike of my own. Biking is great, 
but I'm also on a tight college 
budget. I think bikesharing is 
great in general and would love 
to see more of it." 
DYLAN BROCKMEYER 
Asst. Business Editor 
@dbrock08 
As of Nov. 3, the bike-
sharing company DecoBike is 
officially live in San Diego. 
DecoBike uses solar powered 
bike stations that allow customers 
to either rent bikes by the hour or 
sign up for membership deals. 
With stations located in popular 
areas all over San Diego, such as 
downtown, around Balboa Park, 
and even in Mission and Pacific 
beach, this new company has the 
potential to appeal to students 
looking for a green and easy 
mode of transportation without 
driving. 
Common to all the other 
bike-sharing programs in major 
cities around the U.S., DecoBike 
has stations filled with their 
shareable bikes. The customer 
Photo courtesy of Matt Johnson/Flickr 
DecoBike is being installed in popular biking locations around San Diego. 
Come see what the buzz is about. Schedule a visit today! 1-877-242-7529 lawadm@chapman.edu www.chapman.edu/law 
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I understand that some 
people actually have real reasons 
not to eat gluten, whether it is 
Celiac disease, gluten intolerance 
or anything along those lines. 
However, for the rest of those that 
have banished gluten from their 
daily diet just to be trendy or lose 
a few pounds, I have a few issues 
with you. 
I traveled to Disneyland this 
past weekend with my sorority, 
which brought loads of laughter, 
joy and pictures. And food. Lots 
and lots of food. 
One sister of mine in 
particular caused my laughter to 
stop for a moment, however, when 
I noticed her eating slices of fresh 
mango amidst the rest of us eating 
our deep-fried disasters. 
My first question was, 
"Where did she even find fresh 
fruit at Disneyland?" And the 
second, "Why does she have to 
do that in front of me while I scarf 
down a gigantic corndog?" 
When I brought these 
questions to her, she informed me 
that she absolutely had to find a 
snack that was gluten-free. This is 
wY\ere the real problems began. 
Those with Celiac Disease 
are unable to digest gluten, making 
them sick if they do eat it. If you 
have been blessed with the ability 
to digest gluten and you choose to 
ignore that and deprive yourself of 
the beautiful protein, especially at 
the Happiest Place on Earth, a.k.a. 
a gluten-lover's dream, I find it 
extremely upsetting. 
For those of you that are 
lost, gluten is the protein found in 
wheat, rye and barley. If you ever 
have any doubt about whether a 
food has gluten in it, first check 
if the food tastes delicious. If the 
answer is yes, then, yes, the food 
most likely has gluten in it. 
Gluten was never seen as an 
enemy until the last couple of years 
when the gluten-free diet trend 
began. People everywhere began 
requesting gluten-free versions of 
everything from pizza to cookies. 
If you have ever tried a gluten-free 
version of a food and claimed that 
it was equally tasty as the real deal, 
you were lying. 
Despite my obviously strong 
negative feelings about gluten-free 
food, I do appreciate its existence. 
My friends who do suffer from 
Celiac actually worship the gluten-
free industry for providing them 
with a slightly more exciting 
array of food options. However, 
now people who actually have the 
ability to digest gluten are hogging 
all of the gluten-free food, leaving 
the others with nothing. 
This not only makes me 
upset for my poor gluten intolerant 
friends, but it also makes me 
wonder why this trend ever gained 
popularity in the first place. 
So why, gluten-haterS? Why 
are you forcing yourselves to miss 
out on the wonderful world of 
wheat? Do you really feel healthier, 
or is it all just about being hipster? 
I am actually genuinely curious, so 
please let me know. 
THE VISTA 
Voting is a privelege, not a right 
Why don I University of San Diego students vote? Is our generation, as a 





You would be forgiven if 
you said the most exciting part 
of this fall was watching another 
Giants World Series victory or 
picking up the new Taylor Swift 
album. 
Along with Halloween, 
those seem to be two of the only 
things going on at this time of 
year that capture the attention 
of young Americans, leaving the 
elections one of last things on 
their minds. 
The first Tuesday of 
November has come and gone 
with little more than a whisper 
and, sadly, the young voters of 
America did what many expected, 
they stayed home. 
Because the 2014 midterm 
elections will have such a 
profound impact on our country 
in the coming two years, it is a 
shame that our nation's youth did 
not speak up. 
A wave of red swept the 
country with the Republicans 
gaining the majority of the 
Senate for the first time since 
2006, taking over several states 
formerly held by Democratic 
governors and keeping a firm 
grasp on the House. There has 
been a huge shift in Washington, 
D.C., yet not many young people 
seem to care. 
University of San Diego 
houses a large group of highly 
educated individuals, many of 
whom were able to participate 
in the elections for their first or 
second time. 
Professors across campus 
pushed their students to vote, 
dropping reminders via e-mail 
and making announcements in 
class. 
Bravo to those of you who 
took heed and voted. Junior 
Michelle Cuthbert voted for a 
deeper reason. 
"I voted not just to complete 
my civic duty but to execute 
the rights that, as an African-
American woman, I wouldn't 
have had that long ago," Cuthbert 
said. 
But to those of you who did 
not vote, why not? Out-of-state 
students face obvious hurdles. 
Junior Mahlet Solomon 
usually sends an absentee ballot 
home to Washington. But this 
year, she was not directly effected 
and being removed from the 
initiatives on the ballot led her 
to abstain rather than cast an 
and high school levels for the 
poor participation when voters 
become eligible. When we grow 
up with a gap in our education, 
right when our understanding of 
political participation is supposed 
to form, it is no wonder that only 
5.2 million ballots were cast in 
California, as reported by Al-
Jazeera America. 
To simplify, only 21 percent 
of the eligible voting population 
cast its vote this year. 
By contrast, the International 
Institute for Democracy and 
Electoral Assistance reported that 
over 66 percent of the population 
came out to vote in India's general 
"I voted not just to complete my civic duty 
but to execute the rights that, as an African-




There are a number of 
understandable reasons for 
not voting, but I think the true 
underlying cause is frustration 
with the U.S. political system. 
More than most, 1 bang my head 
against the wall wondering what 
our representatives are doing to 
actually help the people of this 
country. 
Gallup polls show there is 
currently a 14 percent approval 
rating of Congress, yet there was 
an 85 percent retention rate in 
2010 and 90 percent in 2012. If 
we are so dissatisfied, why aren't 
we doing more about it? 
One of the primary 
problems is that the youth of 
America is not aware that it is 
their civic duty to vote. Several 
professors at USD blame the lack 
of civics classes at the middle 
elections this spring, despite the 
fact that it is not mandatory. 
Have we become jaded by 
our vast political freedoms? In a 
newer democracy such as India's, 
do they simply appreciate the 
ability to participate more than 
we do? 
I wouldn't say that this is 
necessarily the case, but I would 
argue it is easy to get lost in 
the political ads clogging TV 
commercials, radio airwaves and 
website banners. 
Quick, tell me: What was 
Proposition 1, 2 or 46 about? 
While most of us couldn't give 
a detailed description of these 
propositions, 1 am sure many of 
us could say which side of the 
aisle the 'Yes' or 'No' vote would 
favor. 
Advertisements should not 
be the only resource we use to 
Photo Courtesy of pdclipart.org 
help determine how we vote, and 
partisan politics should be left at 
the door when deciding what is 
best for our country. 
There might be a gap in our 
civics education, but as a well-
educated community it is on us to 
look beyond the political ads and 
campaigns and put thought into 
how we choose to vote. 
In this glorious age of 
information, a quick search on the 
internet can help us understand 
what a candidate or ballot 
proposition actually represents. 
By implementing some of 
the critical thinking we are taught 
at this university, we can look 
beyond what the 'Red' or 'Blue' 
vote is supposed to be and make 
the decision for ourselves. 
Do not let apathy settle in. 
Two years may seem far away, but 
before you know it, your TV will 
be swallowed with commercials 
about why Hillary Clinton is or 
isn't the future of this country. 
When this happens, look 
beyond the campaigns and try 
to understand the policies the 
candidates stand on. 
It is easy to listen to 
comedians turned political 
activists such as Russell Brand 
who asserts that voting is useless. 
He champions democratic ideals 
and is politically active but 
talks down the importance of 
our biggest tool to bring about 
change. 
Please, do not be like Brand. 
Appreciate him for his comedy 
and wonderful locks, but make 
sure, come fall of 2016, when 
the Giants are winning another 
World Series, that you cast a 
well-informed ballot. 
Maybe, just maybe, we can 
bump up that 21 percent turnout 
and show that this is still the 
home of democracy. 
The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. 





Although San Diego's 
recent weather is no indication, 
the holiday season of festive 
decor and wintry activities is 
officially in effect. 
With this season comes the 
faint sound of Christmas music 
playing in the background at 
the mall, inventive new flavors 
included on the Starbucks menu 
and an unpleasant nagging from 
retailers everywhere to start 
holiday shopping. 
However, that is not all 
this season brings. The holiday 
seasofi also imposes the subtle 
yet undeniable trend of everyone 
coupling up, otherwise known as 
"cuddle season." 
According to Facebook Data 
Science, the winter months show 
an extreme rise in the number of 
relationship statuses set to "in 
a relationship" or "engaged." 
Even though this only accounts 
for those on Facebook, the 
increase is dramatic enough to 
deem it a cultural phenomenon. 
Freshman Taylor Banks notices 
this tendency to couple up 
amongst his friends. 
"People are more likely 
to cuddle up and start dating in 
the winter, because the holidays 
make you feel like you should," 
season 
Banks said. 
What causes this change in 
behavior? People are not getting 
closer just to exchange body 
heat in the cooler temperatures, 
but rather due to some other 
intangible source of pressure. 
Sophomore Susannah 
Jennings believes this pressure 
comes from both society and our 
peers. 
"When the holiday season 
starts, people couple off because 
everything is about doing 
the holiday activities with a 
significant other, or buying 
presents for that special someone 
or whatever," Jennings said. "It 
makes you feel lonely if you're 
not a part of it." 
Is this all just a marketing 
gimmick? It makes sense that 
large corporations would want to 
pressure people into relationships, 
because ultimately they are 
capitalizing off of it with the gift 
buying that follows. 
"Yeah having a girlfriend 
during the holidays is nice, 
but then you have to buy your 
girlfriend a bunch of presents and 
that sucks," Banks said. 
Although Banks has a point 
about the downside of a holiday 
relationship, is opting out of the 
significant other gift exchange 
worth it if it comes with the 
alternative feelings of sadness 
and exclusion? 
has officially 
"With the holidays it makes 
you want to have someone 
because it's depressing if you 
don't," said Banks. 
It really seems that people 
are using the marketable side 
of the holidays as justification 
for their urge to find someone, 
however, looking deeper there is 
really more to it. 
The holidays bring joy and 
relaxation to some, but to others, 
the holidays can quite easily be the 
most stressful time of year. The 
holidays mean seeing obnoxious 
family members that you try 
to avoid all other months of the 
year, emptying out your hard-
earned savings to buy people gifts 
you know they do not need, not 
to mention competing with the 
neighbors over house decorations 
or the perfect casserole recipe. 
The reason people really 
want a significant other during 
this time is because no one wants 
to go through it alone. 
Being single over the 
holidays can be painfully pointed 
out throughout various points, 
whether it's the nagging "When 
are you getting married?" 
questions from your weird 
grandparents, or the hollow void 
that forms in your heart when 
you scroll through Facebook and 
see pictures of your friends ice 
skating, drinking hot cocoa and 
exchanging gifts with their new 
flings. 
Let's not even bring up 
Valentine's Day or midnight on 
New Year's. 
If you are not hopping on 
the relationship bandwagon this 
season, focus on the positives. 
You will come out of the 
arrived 
holiday season with more money 
in your bank account, probably 
a little thinner without all the 
chocolates and dinner dates and 
you will not be a part of the next 
cultural phenomenon that takes 
place over the summer: breakup 
season. 
Letters to the 
Editor Policy 
The Vista strongly encourages letters 
to the editor from students, faculty, staff, 
administration and the community. 
Correspondence should be sent to 
managing@usdyista.com with the subject line 
"Letter to the Editor." 
Submissions should be limited to 500 words 
and must include verifiable contact information. 
Letter content is subject to editing for clarity 
and style. 
The Vista does not publish anonymous 
letters, those addressed to a third party or 
letters in poor taste. 
Dry Cleaning 
The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. 
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1. What prompted 6oth of you to choose VSD? 
Zoey: I -wanted to stay on the West Coast hut still have an opportunity to Ceave home ((Portland, Oregon), -while Civing somewhere where it didn't rain 75 percent of the 
year. I could also tell that my parents ready hbed having us in the same place, especially a place like San Diego where they could come visit andvacation at the 
same time. 
'My Brother chose DSD Because he was fortunate enough to receive a relatively large scholarship. He was also drawn By the prestige surrounding the Business school, 
as he graduated-with an economics major and math minor. 
2. What was it like to have your si6Gng 6e around for your undergraduate experience? 
Zoey: It was really nice to have Itim here and it made the transition really easy. (Because we had Both grown up, we had that much more respect for one another so we 6oth 
made efforts to hang out every once in a while, while aGmving each other their space to do their own thing. He also was quichjto give me pointers on things he missed 
out on as a freshman or sophomore. 
3. Is your relationship -with your sibling different now that you are 6oth in college together? 
Zoey: We have certainly gained more respect for one another, acknowledging that we 6oth attend an academically rigorous school He has helped me so much in acclimating 
and keeping me moving in the right direction, while I have continued to look-up to him and take everything he says as constructive criticism. 
Hot much has changed since he graduated, Because I never really saw him on campus unless we were seeking each other out. He has truly helpedshape my experience 
at VSD and in San Diego. 
4. What is a fun fact a6out you andyour sibling? 
Zoey: Ppy and I have competitively Cjreefdanced together (up until college)for 12 years. 
1. What prompted Both of you to choose USD? 
Lindsay: I chose VSD Because I likg the small school environment and I needed a Breakfrom the Seattle rain. Davis visited me Cast year and I thinkthat had 
a significant influence on his decision to come to VSD. 
Davis: I chose VSD 6ecause I knew I wanted to get out of state and head somewhere warm. After visiting my sister, I thought, 'What Better place to Be 
than San Diego'? 
2. What was it like to have your sibling Be around for your undergraduate experience? 
Lindsay: It's so great to have Davis around. We get dinner together at least once a weefandwe even study together occasionally. It is fun to have him 
nearBry, Being from out of state. I can't explain how nice it is to have someone who gets yourjokes. I mean, who could know you Better than your 
own si6ling? 
Davis: It is awesome having my sister around Because she shows me the ropes of college. If I ever get too lonely, I can always hang out with her andI have a 
place to hang out off ofcampus. 
n/vru tfisit -\ir%n rrrc fintfi -in mfTpfip f.'iMip.t.fipf 
! were to Be attending a different schools, 
and we can actually relate when we talf about, some of our ; different 
experiences in San Diego! 
4. What is a fun fact a6out you and your si6ling? 
Lindsay: Davis is really talented at card tricks. 
Davis: Lindsay can sing along to every classic Disney movie. 
1. What prompted 6oth of you to choose VSD? 
Mia: ((rowing up in 'Texas, we Both wanted to explore the West Coast. Barbara knew it was the school she wanted to attend when she walked around 
campus during a tour. VSD was always an option since my sister was there, and I never really expected to follow her to school But it just happened! 
2. What was it life to have your si6Gng Be around for your undergraduate experience? 
(Barbara: It's so nice to (uive someone to lean on and remind you of home, especially now that my little sister doesn't annoy me anymore. It's weird to Be 
walking around campus and seeing her, knowing that we Both came from different states, so seeing family around is a weird, But good, experience. 
Mia: It's so convenient to have someone here that reminds me of home and minimizes the homesickness! I'm so lucky to have a wonderful stBGng to spend time 
with (and she's a pretty good coo f too) 
3. Is your relationship with your siBGng different now that you are Both in college together? 
Mia: When Barbara (eft for college, -we got closer than ever. How that we're here together, we are even closer. Tven though we Ye Busy and hai>e different 
schedules, it's nice to have someone there to talfto and hang out with aside from new friends. 
4. What is a fun fact about you and your siBGng? 
'Mia: We Ye tnGngual (Trench, Croatian anaTnglish obviously) and have constantly Been referred to as "The Ivos Sisters" ever since we started swimming at 
the age of 5. 
1. What prompted Both of you to choose VSD? 
Andrea: I visited VSD the first time at the open house and really loved the campus and the location. Hicole visited me my freshman year and she was a senior in high 
school then so she was looking at schools as well At first, she was adamant on not going to VSD Because I was there But in the end she also loved the campus 
so she decided to go here. Our parents also loved the fact of having us 6oth at the same school as it would make their lives easier with moving, and they also 
offered to give us a car to share if we went to the same school, so that also prompted us to choose the same school 
I 2. What was it like to have your sibling Be around for your undergraduate experience? 
Andrea: It is nice to have her around and Be able to hang out here and have a Buddy to drive home with every time. We have always done a lot together growing up, 
Being only a year apart in school We play on the same intramural soccer team here and it's always nice to know you have someone here for you whenever you 
need it. It is definitely different this semester as she is a6road and this is the longest time we have Been apart, 6ut I can't wait until she comes Backjn 
December. 
3. Is your relationship with your siBGng different now that you are Both in college together? 
Andrea: I don't think.it has changed too much other than we don't see each other as much, as we don't live together like we do at home. But we still hang out and talk. 
like we did in high school 
j 4. What is a fun fact about you and your siBGng? 
Andrea: Hicole loves to cook.and makes amazing meals. Also, another fun fact is that my little and her little were roommates last year! 






Continuing with places that I 
consider "heaven on Earth," Las 
Vegas is no exception. Although 
this would seem ironic as Las 
Vegas is deemed Sin City, in my 
experience, Las Vegas can meet 
your every need for adventure 
and excitement: my own version 
of heaven. Set in the middle of 
a barren desert, the oasis offers 
everyone's fantasies from tasting 
the finest cuisine, becoming a 
millionaire overnight and rubbing 
elbows with the who's who in 
Hollywood. 
The "Strip" has been a haven 
for college students and other 
20-something-year-olds that have 
saved up enough funds for a few 
days of pool parties, clubbing and 
exploring Sin City. What may 
seem as an ultimate party town 
that has been and will always be, 
the desert jewel has not always 
been the neon city as we know it 
today. Mobsters Bugsy Siegel and 
Meyer Lansky poured money into 
the city from illegal bank accounts 
and built The Flamingo in the 
mid-1940s. Thanks to the illegal 
acts of these two individuals and 
several other wealthy investors 
later, Las Vegas quickly became 
the exciting destination that we 
all know today. 
My most recent visit to Sin City 
was the first time since turning 
21 and I got to experience all 
the excitement with six of my 
closest friends. I had visited twice 
before but the city felt completely 
different just 10 years later. This 
is one of the first reasons why I 
have considered Las Vegas to 
be one of my favorite cities and 
heaven on Earth in my opinion. 
1 crave constant change and this 
city delivers just that. 
Las Vegas also offers a wide 
variety of award-winning cuisine 
from gourmet chefs such as Giada 
De Laurentiis and Guy Fieri. This 
also makes the city one of my 
favorite places on Earth. I can 
enjoy a gourmet eggs benedict for 
brunch, a handmade cocktail and 
a five-star steak dinner all in the 
convenience of my own hotel. 
This brings me to my last and 
perhaps favorite part about Las 
Vegas, the convenience. Sure the 
six hour drive from San Diego 
can be a drag, but once you are 
there, you are centrally located 
to food, entertainment and more. 
You can visit a world-class spa, go 
shopping at designer stores, dance 
at a rooftop bar, eat a delicious 
meal and, most importantly, take 
a much needed nap after all of 
this, all in the same building. 
This concept is absolutely mind-
boggling to me. 
I'm not certain of when my next 
trip to this desert oasis will be, but 
I do know that I will enjoy all that 
this heaven on Earth has to offer. 
San Diego spotlight: Encinitas 
Local beach town has something for everyone 
REBEKAH FILICCIOTO 
CONTRIBUTOR 
From beautiful beaches and 
sunshine to delicious cuisine 
and exciting nightlife, Encinitas 
is a place that has a little bit of 
everything. When people think of 
San Diego they usually think of 
the zoo, downtown, Balboa Park 
and SeaWorld. Although all of 
these things come to mind, San 
Diego has so much more to offer. 
Located just 25 minutes north lies 
the beautiful city of Encinitas. 
Walking distance from the 
beach, the 101 highway is the 
heart of Encinitas. This area 
has several great restaurants, 
cafes and clothing boutiques. 
Senior Caitlin Solomon 
grew up in Encinitas and 
visits her home often. 
"I love the 101 because it's 
such a diverse and laid back 
community with an extremely 
happy and welcoming vibe," 
Solomon said. "The food, 
beaches and shopping make 
it my happy place and I can't 
imagine living anywhere else." 
Because it is a beach city, 
Encinitas attracts many surfers 
and hipsters. Moonlight Beach 
and E> Street are the two most 
popular beaches because of 
their large waves and beauty. 
Solomon loves going to 
Moonlight Beach and laying 
out under the sun with a 
book, enjoying the vivacious 
Photo Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons/Allan Ferguson 
The beach city of Encinitas offers laid-back eateries, casual shopping and beautiful beaches with the perfect surf spots. 
and friendly environment. 
She also frequents Detour, 
a small women's clothing 
boutique and salon. 
"It has fashionable and 
stylish clothing for young 
women," Solomon said. 
Although some of the clothing 
items can be pricey, she thinks 
their outfits are worth the cost. 
Not only does Encinitas have 
beautiful beaches, it.also has 
delicious food. Swami's and 
Giovanni's are just a few of the 
delicious food options on the busy 
101 highway. Swami's cafe is a 
much more casual restaurant, with 
meal prices averaging between 
$7 and $12. It is known for its 
incredible acai bowls and gets 
extremely busy around lunchtime. 
For a more upscale option, 
Giovanni's is an Italian restaurant 
that is perfect for dates. Although 
it is a little more expensive, with 
dishes ranging anywhere from $ 10 
to $20, the chef does a wonderful 
job of making the Italian 
cuisine as authentic as possible. 
Senior Nathan Rebelo recently 
discovered Encinitas loves 
going on dates in the area. 
"Giovanni's is by far my 
favorite restaurant on the 101 
because it's a great place to take 
a date because of its amazing 
Italian food," Rebelo said. "I feel 
like I'm in Italy when I eat there," 
Next time you and some 
friends want to explore a new 
city, head up to Encinitas, 
you will not be disappointed. 
Mystery Professor 
Profile 
Think you know who It is? 
Submityou r answer to 
feature@usdvista.com 
1.1 completed my undergrad and postgraduate education at UCSD. 
2. I'm in my early 50s, yet like to think of myself as much younger. 
3.1 formally managed sporting goods stores for many years. 
4.1 love mountain biking. 
5.1 love USD compared to everywhere else 
I teach. 
Answer from last week: Professor Ghio 
Love to write? 
Want a resume builder? 




at 12:30 p.m. 
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USD fitness focus: Tara Nicole 
Student finds passion in fitness training 
BROOKE JELNIKER 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Senior Tara Nicole Warren 
has such a passion for fitness 
that she has decided to make a 
career of it. The former USD 
basketball player has found her 
true calling in the last two years. 
Once done with basketball, 
Warren found a passion for 
fitness that was influenced by 
some of the biggest names in the 
industry. From these influences, 
she became interested in fitness 
as a whole and wanted to make 
positive changes in her lifestyle. 
She began to learn about 
dieting and nutrition as well as 
incorporating different styles 
of exercise into her training. 
"My whole life I have worked 
out in preparation for basketball, 
now I find joy in working 
out for "myself and my own 
fitness goals," Warren said. 
In the last year, Warren has 
started her own website and is 
now using her knowledge of 
fitness and various methods of 
training to help others reach 
their goals. Her training styles 
include high intensity interval 
training, weight and resistance 
training, aesthetic bodybuilding, 
elements of Crossfit and interval 
sprint training. She also plans to 
get her certification in personal 
training so that she can become 
a fully accredited trainer. 
Even now, Warren creates 
custom training programs and 
meal nutrition plans in order to 
help her clients reach their goals. 
She has learned most of what 
she knows from professionals 
in the fitness industry and by 
continually studying. To boost 
her clientele, she also holds 
free fit camps throughout the 
week that people of any fitness 
level are welcome to attend. 
On top of her fitness training, 
Warren has also found a passion 
for sports modeling. She 
frequently models for companies 
around San Diego so that she can 
continue to gain experience and 
add to her portfolio. Warren's 
plans for the future include 
continuing to do fitness modeling, 
signing a contract with a modeling 
agency, and opening her own 
gym in the San Diego area. 
"I have truly found something 
that I am passionate about 
and I want to do it for the 
rest of my life," Warren said. 
Warren is eager to graduate 
so she can begin training and 
modeling full time, and wants 
to continue to influence others 
through her passion for fitness. 
Photo courtesy of Tara Nicole Warren 
USD senior and former basketball player Tara Nicole Warren has decided to become an accredited trainer due 
to her passion for fitness. She also plans to further pursue sports modeling for companies around San Diego 
24 hours a day. 
24 issues a year. 
c l̂tstZXgfjCUW/ 
of the uueek 
Think you're a pro 
fnetagram 
photographer 
Send your entry to 
feature(® uedvieta.com 
mana gl ng<8>Usd vista.< 
BABYSITTER NEEDED 
4 2 children 
-Flexible hours from Monday to Friday 
-Duties include helping with homework, meals, errands, and picking up 
from school. $25/hr. 
-Contactg.saatchi@live.com 
Writers needed! 
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Swift solution Magic Man set to captivate San Diego 
KEVIN KARN 
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR 
@kkarn7 
KEVIN KARN 
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR 
@kkarn7 
Taylor Swift had a huge 
week. According to Nielsen 
SoundScan, her latest album 
"1989" sold close to 1.3 million 
copies. In an era of low album 
sales, that should be the headline. 
Unfortunately, people are much 
less concerned with what Swift 
has accomplished and have 
instead focused their attention on 
how she did it. She unexpectedly 
pulled her entire music catalogue 
from Spotify, the revolutionary 
streaming service that has given 
music lovers unlimited, instant 
access to almost any song. 
While many artists such 
as MisterWives and Hoodie 
Allen have publicly come out 
and defended their use of the 
streaming service, the reality is 
that Swift's impressive sales are 
going to make well-known artists 
reconsider their participation 
on the site. So rather than 
elaborate on my position (since 
I am a devoted Spotify user and 
strongly support its service), I 
am going to try to answer that 
lingering question. Should artists 
stream their music on Spotify? 
The answer, of course, is 
yes... and no. It really depends 
on where an artist is in terms 
of their career. New artists 
should live on Spotify. They 
can generate popularity through 
Spotify-sponsored playlists that 
can boost ticket sales for tours. 
There is also a list of related 
artists so inclusion on any of 
those can really help artists 
gain exposure and increase the 
number of people streaming 
their music. 
Established artists like Swift 
do not have it as easy. For them, 
popularity is not the issue. They 
rely on ticket sales to make 
money. But how do they ensure 
that fans hear their new music 
so that they will want to go to 
the show? That is where Spotify 
comes in. It has pulled listeners 
from the large market of illegal 
downloading and brought them 
into a legal realm. Even if the 
artists do not see much of the 
streaming revenue, they need to 
capitalize on the listening traffic 
that has been created for them 
so that they will continue to fill 
stadiums and arenas. 
This puts Swift in a 
winning position. She has 
the opportunity to do what 
Coldplay and Eric Church have 
already successfully done. This 
model, which seems to be the 
best move for artists in high 
demand, involves withholding 
his or her album from Spotify 
during the first month of its 
release. It allows fans who have 
intentions of buying the album 
the opportunity to be among the 
first to hear it while still opening 
it up to a broader market before 
the artist goes on tour. Therefore, 
be careful before scrutinizing 
Swift just yet. If 2015 comes 
and you still can't find her music 
on Spotify, then, by all means, 
complain away. 
On Tuesday, Nov. 18 there 
will be a little extra magic in 
the air at the House of Blues. 
University of San Diego students 
can enjoy an early break from 
their debilitating school demands 
and go check out New England's 
alternative rock band, Magic 
Man. The five-piece group brings 
its electrifying synth-pop sound 
to San Diego as they continue 
their nationwide tour with indie 
rock counterpart Smallpools. 
Longtime fans and first time 
listeners alike will make their 
way downtown to be a part of the 
electric, lively atmosphere. 
"We like to bring as much 
energy as we can and make every 
show feel like one big dance 
party," said Sam Vanderhoop 
Lee, who plays the lead guitar 
and keyboard for Magic Man. 
. Lee is one of the band's 
original members. When he 
and lead vocalist Alex Caplow 
first began recording songs in 
2010, it was just the two of them 
using the "Garage Band" app 
on their laptop to record and 
layer different sounds. While it 
did allow them to self-produce 
and release their debut album, 
"Real Life Color," they quickly 
discovered the .challenges of 
trying to play their music live 
with only two people. 
"We tried to play the songs 
we had recorded live," Lee said. 
"We did a couple of shows and 
it just sounded like karaoke. We 
wanted higher energy." 
Following the difficulties 
of their first live shows, they 
knew they had to expand. This 
eventually led to the recruitment 
of Justine Bowe, Joey Sulkowski 
and Gabe Goodman, all of whom 
Lee and Caplow had known in 
college. It did not take long for 
the newly joined five members to 
recreate the sound that Lee and 
Caplow had originally thought 
up. 
They promptly released 
their EP, "You Are Here" in 
September 2013 which featured 
their breakout hit song "Paris." 
Soon the song blew up and 
people started coming to shows 
and singing along with all of 
the words, creating a feeling 
that Lee still says is difficult to 
comprehend. 
"It's incredibly surreal to 
hear people sing along to our 
songs," Lee said. "I have a hard 
time believing it." 
He and the rest of Magic 
Man will have to believe it 
on Tuesday as the crowd will 
surely be belting out the words 
to "Paris" and other more recent 
songs "Out of Mind," "Texas" 
and "Catherine." All of the songs 
are featured on the band's debut 
album, "Before the Waves," 
which was released back in July. 
The success of the album 
and the increased radio play of 
those songs have given the band 
the opportunity to tour multiple 
Photos Courtesy of Winnie Lam 
Magic Man will make a stop at San Diego's House of Blues this Tuesday, Nov. 18 with Smallpools. 
times around the country, playing 
a variety of venues from small 
night clubs to big festivals like 
South by Southwest. While Lee 
acknowledges the benefits of 
playing at huge festivals with 
large audiences, he still has a soft 
spot for playing in smaller, more 
intimate settings. 
Although it may boast a 
nicer PA system, this bodes well 
for anyone who will be at the 
House of Blues. Aside from the 
non-stop dance party that will 
undoubtedly form, fans should 
expect Magic Man to bring an 
unmatched level of enthusiasm 
and charisma, which Lee admits 
"But that's when you remember how 
lucky you are and how excited people 
are to see you." 
-Sam Vanderhoop Lee 
"We grew up playing small 
frat party shows and house parties 
so there's always a part of me that 
prefers the smaller, tiny, sweaty 
[venues] where the PA is awful," 
Lee said. 
is difficult to maintain every 
show. 
"Even though we play a 
show every night, you might not 
feel particularly enthused about 
playing [the show] right before," 
Lee said. "But that's when you 
remember how lucky you are and 
how excited people are to see 
you." 
Starting from humble 
beginnings and fraternity parties 
in the Northeast, it is not hard for 
them to be reminded of that good 
fortune as they find themselves 
co-headlining a show in Southern 
California. The band is incredibly 
excited to return to San Diego, 
and for more reasons than you 
might expect. 
"I feel like I had the largest 
burrito of my life in San Diego," 
Lee said. "So the Mexican food is 
what I'm excited for. Of course 
the show too, but I just need to go 
find another head-sized burrito." 
Perhaps San Diego has 
discovered the ultimate secret to 
bringing great musicians to the 
city: If you make good Mexican 
food, they will come. 
Photos Courtesy of Winnie Lam 
Lead singer Alex Caplow uses his wide vocal range to breathe energy into every note. 
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f Celebrate USD: 





SD Civic Theatre 
7:30 p.m. 
The Future of 
Ukraine: 
Conflict, Leadership 
and Civil Society , 
5:30 p.m. / 
Say Anything 
House of Blues 
p. DL 
11/15 
Pericles: Prince of Tyre 
Old Globe Theatre 
8 p. DL 
Smallpools with Magic Man 
House of Blues 
So many of our Toreros are studying abroad this semester. Each week we wdl feature pieces 
written by students who are spending this fall overseas. Here is this week's submission: 
Uniting friendships while in the United Kingdom 
Tim Van Tuyle 
CONTRIBUTOR 
Oxford, England presents a 
unique study abroad experience 
that would probably come as a 
surprise to the everyday observer. 
It is a manageable, 1.5-hour 
bus ride from London, which 
provides the opportunity for an 
exciting weekend in the city. 
But when you are home in 
Oxford, the vibes are more along 
the lines of a college town, and 
the streets are bustling with some 
of the brightest 20-year-olds in 
the world. 
Each time you walk down St. 
Giles Street past the immaculate 
medieval buildings to order a 
quick panini on your way to the 
pub or library, you are reminded 
that you are walking the same 
streets that worldly scholars have 
traversed centuries before our 
country gained its independence. 
One of the main reasons I 
wanted to study abroad in the first 
place was to have the opportunity 
to interact with people of 
different cultures and gain a more 
international perspective on life. 
It was difficult to choose 
just one place to study; I wanted 
to be able to experience as many 
cultures as humanly possible. 
When I arrived at St. Clare's 
College, I was surprised to find 
that American students are in the 
minority, living in a 50-person 
house with a wide array of 
German, Dutch, Venezuelan and 
Russian students, just to name a 
few. 
As students at St. Clare's, we 
are lucky enough to be exposed to 
members of each of these cultures 
as well as the local British people 
we come into contact with every 
day, gaining from their personal 
perspectives. 
The result has been 
astounding, as I feel that each of 
us USD students has forged long-
term friendships with students 
from all over the world. 
We have daily discussions 
about sports, food and music, 
each of us bringing a distinctive 
perspective from our own national 
background. 
During our fall break, some 
of us had the opportunity to return 
home with one of the Dutch 
students to Amsterdam, where 
we received a nice home-cooked 
meal and were able to see what 
it is like to be part of a European 
family. 
It is likely that our paths 
will cross some time again in 
the future with a handful of the 
international students we have 
met. Having connections all over 
the world is never a bad thing. 
We are living in an 
increasingly global world, and 
I feel blessed to have had the 
opportunity to witness it firsthand, 
and learn from what each of us 
can offer to the other. 
mm 
Photo Courtesy of Tim Van Tuyle 
Junior Tim Van Tuyle and fellow students enjoy the streets of Oxford as they take in the beauty of the city. 






Social media has developed 
into an easy way for fans to 
communicate, or at least make the 
attempt to get attention from their 
favorite athletes. 
Twitter is particularly easy 
to see what celebrities or athletes 
have on their minds. Former USD 
Torero and current Chicago Cub 
Kris Bryant just made one of the 
coolest gestures I've heard of in 
a while. 
I am a huge memorabilia 
person and always try to get 
autographs from my favorite 
athletes whenever I get the 
chance. All of my attempts have 
been in person because the odds 
are a lot greater than using social 
media, or so I thought. 
Baseball fan, Mike 
Kennedy, was preparing to buy 
an $850 game-used bat online, 
but decided to reach out to Bryant 
through a Twitter message to 
make sure it was legit. 
Bryant responded, which 
is rather surprising in itself, but 
took it a step further by telling 
Kennedy he didn't need to spend 
so much on a bat. Bryant asked 
for Kennedy's address and sent 
him a game-used bat, with a 
signature that is personalized to 
Kennedy. 
In my mind this is a once 
in a lifetime type of situation, 
but I wonder if it will spark an 
increase in interaction between 
fans and athletes. The cool part 
about Kennedy's gesture was 
that he didn't directly ask for an 
autograph, just some clarification. 
His message showed Biyant that 
he is a huge fan because of how 
much money he was willing to 
spend. 
I have spoken with Bryant 
in the past and he seemed like a 
genuinely nice, classy person. It 
is great to see a former Torero 
already making headlines for 
actions outside of his sporting 
achievements. 
He has won so many 
prestigious awards including the 
Golden Spikes Trophy in college 
and Minor League Player of the 
Year last season. 
Bryant is undoubtedly one 
of Kennedy's most respected 
athletes in all of sports now, and 
I only expect great things to come 
for Bryant. If karma is real, then I 
expect Bryant to have some good 
luck in the future. Maybe that's a 
call up to the big leagues for next 
season? 
Kennedy reaching out to 
Bryant so early in his career is 
a very smart move. Catching 
players when they are young is 
definitely a lot easier than after 
they make the spotlight. 
I think that Bryant will be 
playing in the Majors sometime 
this season, where he will get a 
shot to make a name for himself 
among the world's best baseball 
players. The Cubs have struggled 
recently and Bryant will be a big 
contributor in the near future. 
When Bryant gets the call 
up, I know one person who will 
be cheering extra loud for his 
success. Kennedy's new piece of 
memorabilia should be put on his 
mantle this season for good luck. 
The Toreros will hope to carry their regular season success into the NCAA Tournament. 
Photo Courtesy of USD Toreros 
Men's soccer crowned WCC Champs 
Toreros remain undefeated against conference foes 
MATTHEW ROBERSON 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
@mroberson22 
In his last home game as a 
member of the University of San 
Diego men's soccer team, senior 
midfielder Connor Brandt had a 
performance he will likely never 
forget. Playing in front of the 
home crowd at Torero Stadium for 
the final time seemed to motivate 
Brandt, who had two goals and an 
assist in the Toreros' 4-1 win over 
the Santa Clara Broncos. 
In an interview with USDtv, 
Brandt talked about what it meant 
to him to play so well in his last 
home game. 
"It's amazing. I kind of 
wanted to go out with a bang. 
Obviously the most important 
thing is that we won 4-1," Brandt 
said. "We're just working together 
as a team." 
The lopsided victory did not 
come as easily as the final score 
would indicate. In an extremely 
physical match, which saw each 
team commit over 20 fouls, the 
Toreros had two players receive 
red cards, one of which was given 
to starting goalkeeper Thomas 
Olsen. Typically losing a starting 
goalkeeper spells disaster, but 
in this case it only added to the 
storybook night for USD. 
After Olsen was sent off in 
the 73rd minute, he was replaced 
in goal by senior goalkeeper 
Drew Ilijevski. The soccer gods 
were on Ilijevski's side, as he 
was instantly called upon to save 
a penalty kick which came as 
a result of Olsen's miscue. Not 
only was Ilijevski able to block 
the penalty kick, he also stopped 
the ensuing shot off the rebound. 
It was that kind of night for 
the Toreros, who were.honoring a 
whopping 11 seniors as part of the 
Senior Night festivities. Brandt 
was the shining star of the night, 
but he was joined on the stat sheet 
by fellow seniors Josh Cintas 
and Kyle Macleod, who assisted 
junior forward Torrey DeArmas 
on his goal in the 87th minute 
which truly put the game out of 
reach. 
DeArmas also played a 
spectacular game, matching 
Brandt with two goals and an 
assist of his own. The two now 
share the team lead in goals 
with seven apiece, while Brandt 
extended his team lead in assists 
by bringing his total to five. 
Other unsung heroes of 
Senior Night were sophomore 
midfielder Michael Turner and 
junior midfielder Keegan Smith, 
who did not record a goal or assist 
but helped control the middle of 
the field with their sound play and 
smart decision-making. 
Two days later on Sunday, 
Nov. 9 the Toreros clinched a West 
Coast Conference championship 
by defeating the University of San 
Francisco Dons. The win came 
in thrilling fashion, as the team 
rallied from an early 1-0 deficit to 
score two unanswered goals and 
ultimately secure a 2-1 victory. It 
was the sixth consecutive win for 
the team, who finished the year 
with an undefeated record against 
conference opponents. 
The conference-winning 
goal was supplied by MacLeod, 
who transferred from San 
Francisco after spending three 
years playing for the school. It 
was his fourth goal of the 2014 
season and third game-winner, 
as well as presumably the biggest 
and most gratifying goal of his 
collegiate career. 
Winning the conference 
ensures the Toreros a spot in the 
NCAA Tournament. They will 
play their first game on Nov. 20 
against a currently undetermined 
opponent. The conference 
championship marks USD's first 
since 2012, a season which saw 
them advance all the way to the 
Elite 8 of the NCAA Tournament. 
2012 was also the last time the 
Toreros appeared in the NCAA 
Tournament, so they will be eager 
to begin play on college soccer's 
biggest stage after missing out 
last year. 
In an interview with USDtv, 
Brandt revealed some of the keys 
to the team's recent string of 
excellent play. "We're focusing 
on defending a lot and obviously 
we're finishing our (scoring) 
chances." He also noted how 
consistent the defense played all 
season. The Toreros will end their 
regular season on the road with 
a match in Los Angeles against 
the Loyola Marymount Lions on 
Nov. 15. 
While the seniors will never 
play another game in Torero 
Stadium, they have much bigger 
aspirations now with the regular 
season coming to an end and the 
postseason approaching. For the 
upperclassmen, the memories 
of that Elite 8 run back in 2012 
remain fresh in their minds, 
providing motivation and a 
possible late-season spark for this 
talented, hungry Torero team. 
Photo Courtesy of Ian Lituchy 
Senior midfielder Connor Brandt prepares to launch a shot on goal. 
Photo Courtesy of Ian Lituchy 
The Toreros' potent offense scored four goals in the win over Santa Clara. 
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Premiere League competition rising 




This past summer the 
United States was swept into 
soccer fever following the FIFA 
World Cup. The World Cup final 
between Germany and Argentina 
set worldwide broadcasting 
records, even drawing in 27 
million viewers in the United 
States. 
Major League Soccer, 
which is the top level of 
professional soccer in the U.S., 
also announced that it is set to 
add two more clubs to its 19-
club league. Although soccer 
is the fastest growing sport in 
the U.S., it has not reached the 
level of competition displayed 
throughout Europe. 
European soccer is highly 
regarded as the world's best 
display of the game, most notably 
the Barclays Premier League 
in England, Bundesliga in 
Germany, Italian Serie A in Italy 
and Spanish Primera Division in 
Spain. With NBC paying over $90 
million for the U.S. broadcasting 
rights of the Barclays Premier 
League, U.S. soccer fans can 
actually watch more games 
on their TV or computer than 
fans anywhere else, including 
England. For those living on the 
West Coast, the weekly Saturday 
and Sunday games may be a 
little early, kicking off anywhere 
between 5:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. 
However, for those who have 
found themselves swept up in 
soccer fever, it is well worth it. 
The Premier League's 20 
clubs are primarily based in 
England but feature clubs from 
neighboring Wales as well. Each 
club in the Premier League will 
play each other twice a season, 
both home and away, amounting 
to a total of 36 games between 
September and June. 
There are no playoffs in any 
European soccer league, so every 
game matters. At any moment a 
team's season can be me made 
or destroyed. While some teams 
are fighting for first, others are 
simply fighting to stay in the top 
flight. Also, teams that finish in 
the top five qualify for a number 
of European championships, most 
notably the UEFA Champions 
League, which compiles the best 
clubs in all of Europe and puts 
them head-to-head in a playoff 
style tournament. 
This year's Premier League 
season is 11 games in. Although 
some clubs are performing as 
predicted, there are a handful of 
clubs that are shocking analysts. 
Following this past weekend's 
controversial 2-1 win over 
Liverpool, title favorite Chelsea 
sits alone atop the table with an 
impressive 29 points, having 
won nine and only drawn twice. 
Liverpool should be upset 
following the game after Steven 
Gerrard had his penalty claim 
denied by referee Anthony Taylor 
in the 87th minute. Liverpool's 
loss makes it their third straight in 
all competitions and drops them 
to 11th place overall. 
After a draw with Queens 
Park Rangers this weekend, 
current title holder Manchester 
City sits third with 20 points. 
With an impressive 2-1 win away 
at Arsenal, Swansea City moves 
into fifth, leapfrogging Arsenal 
who drops to sixth place. The 
biggest surprise so far this year is 
in the form of Chelsea's current 
title contender Southampton. 
•Southampton, which was 
promoted only two seasons ago, 
has won five of their last six 
putting them four points behind 
Chelsea. The two teams are not 
set to play until Dec. 28 by which 
time all things could change. 
The other big surprise so 
far is West Ham United. West 
Ham, who has not lost since 
late September at Manchester 
United, sits at an impressive 
fourth place in the table with 18 
points. Their next match will 
feature a trip to Goodison Park 
home of Everton and U.S. men's 
national team goalkeeper Tim 
Howard. Goodison Park is one of 
the hardest grounds to play at in 
the Premier League and Everton 
has only lost three times this year, 
but it is struggling to find form at 
home this year with only one win. 
Manchester United, one 
of the most popular teams 
in the world, sits three spots 
above Everton in seventh place. 
Manchester United is used to 
being the team chased for the title, 
not doing the chasing. However, 
ever since long-time manager 
Alex Ferguson left two years ago, 
United has yet to find its bearing. 
Recently hired manager Louis 





West Ham United 
Netherlands, has spent close to 
$240 million on transfers but still 
can't find a consistent squad to 
put out on the pitch every week. 
With the season only 11 
games in, there is still plenty of 
time for clubs to improve and 
teams to slip into failure, just ask 
Gerrard and Liverpool. Leicester 
City, Queens Park Rangers and 
Burnley all have time to move 
out of the relegation zone but 
few teams that get promoted, 
including Leicester and Burnley, 
have achieved success like 
Southampton. 
However, Chelsea as they 
stand now, five points clear of 
Southampton and eight points 
clear of Manchester City, could 
see themselves run away with the _ 
title, especially if they can keep 
up their recent form and enter the 
new year coming off a win versus 
Southampton further increasing 
their lead in the table. 





Key highlights in Torero athletics 
Women's volleyball went 1-1 last week with a win against 
University of the Pacific Tigers. They fell to the Saint Mary's College 
Gaels in the following match to make their record 16-10 on the season. 
Women's Soccer earned an at-large berth into the NCAA 
Tournament on Monday. The team will face No. 1 UCLA Bruins on 
Nov. 14 in the First Round at Drake Stadium in Los Angeles. Redshirt 
sophomore Julia Sherwood was selected to the WCC All-Academic 
Team. 
Photo Courtesty of USD Toreros 
The volleyball team celebrates a point against the Pacific Tigers. 
Football won their seventh straight game 49-28 over the Morehead 
State Eagles behind sophomore quarterback Keith Williams's four 
touchdowns. The win moves them to 8-1 overall heading into their next 
game at home against Valparaiso University on Saturday. 
oto Courtesty of USD Toreros 
Women's soccer hopes to pull off the upset over No. 1 UCLA on Friday. 
Women's basketball defeated the San Diego Christian 
Hawks 110-71 in their first game of the season. Senior forward Sophia 
Ederaine led the way with 26 points, 22 rebounds and seven blocks. 
Photo Courtesty of USD Toreros 
Sophomore quarterback Keith Williams eludes several Morehead State defenders. 
Photo Courtesty of USD Toreros 
Senior forward Sophia Ederaine puts up a shot over the outstretched arm of a defender. 
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AND B-SIDE PLAYERS 
FREE ADMISSION FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Join in the ultimate college tailgate with competive 
games, racing on the track and football on the big 
screens. Bring your college ID and your A-game! 
• D.J. Battles, Libations, Cornhole and more! 
• Free Del Mar logo ping pong balls! 
• Free concert admission* 
• At the racetrack concert area 
• Gates open at 10:30 a.m. 
icerts are 18 and up shows. Pre-paid tickets, complimentary tickets and season passes 
not be accepted for concert admission after the last race. 
B i n e  C R O S B t f t e u t o n  
SAN DIEGO COUNTY 
TOYOTA DEALERS 
For more info, visit DelMarScene.com 
Red Bull Collegiate Curb Kings 
USD skaters attend "Jam Sesh" in Pacific Beach 
Chris Spitler displays excellent concentration while completing this trick. 
hoto Courtesy of Hunter Ainslee 




On Friday afternoon, 
several University of San Diego 
students gathered in the parking 
lot of The Local in Pacific Beach 
to be entertained by some quality 
skateboarders from around the 
area. 
The event was called, "Red 
Bull Collegiate Curb Kings" and 
•was put on to give skaters from 
around the area a chance to show 
off their skills. There is a USD 
Skate Club in the works, and a 
few of the students involved were 
taking part in the event. Students 
from San Diego State University 
and the University of California 
San Diego also showed up to 
bring skaters from many different 
colleges in San Diego together. 
Although it was not an 
official competition, there was 
definitely competition between 
the schools and skaters as to who 
could land the best tricks. 
With music blasting and an 
announcer giving credit to each 
skater that landed a trick, there 
was a very vibrant atmosphere 
in the midst of the Pacific Beach 
scenery. 
Chris Spitler, one of the 
students involved in starting 
the USD Skate Club, was very 
excited about the opportunity 
because he does not usually get 
the chance around USD. 
"Skating is pretty big around 
San Diego, but doesn't seem very 
big at our school," Spitler said. 
"It'd be cool if a lot more people 
started doing it." 
In the hopes of promoting 
a larger skating scene and 
bringing people with this passion 
together, Spitler and his friends 
have the USD Skate Club in the 
works. 
Although the club is not 
officially established yet, Spitler 
is anxious to see what the future 
holds for the skate club. 
After about an hour, Red 
Bull brought two professional 
skaters to the event, Sewa 
Kroetkov and Micky Papa. 
Both were able to show off their 
skating abilities and teach the 
college students a few tricks. 
Kroetkov is originally 
from Russia, while Papa is from 
Canada. Red Bull was also 
handing out skateboard decks, 
hats and VIP wristbands to the 
skaters who landed the most 
difficult tricks. 
